
lnvocore@ Sonnet Dual

elegance, design and functionality.

Style and functionality

lnvocore@ Sonnet Duof bedside table is designed to fit the individuals need and wishes. lt has a

broad range of functionatity and options for individual positioning and at the same time easy to
move around, The bedside table is just as suitable to use in a private homecare environment, as

it is to use in institutions. The Sonnet Duol bedside table is an interaction between Scandinavian
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Features
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Frame colour and wood work
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Products, options and {eatures presented can be subiect to change

All information quoted is believed to be correct attire ofprint.
Inyacareo reserves the right to alter product sPe(ifications w,hhotN prior(onsultation.

INVACARE@ EC-Hong AJS

@stergade 3 ' DK-4270 Hong Denmark
Tel:+45 58 85 27 72'Fax +45 58 85 43 85

E-mail: ec-hong@invacare.com
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Manual for Sonnet Dual
This bedside table is developed for the home care sector and for hospitals. The bedside table contains a num-

ber of functions and qualities, which are specially designed for these health care sections.

Unfold the additional plate by lifting tlre plate all up and lower it to horizontal.>late all up and lower it to horizontal. , / . ,_ ' , L; Lo ;,/ Aez< h t"n,tt
6. ,tnr^fuou<- S*a

Revert the additional plate by lifting the plate and let it slide towards
the bottom. See fig. l.

The height of the additional plate can be adiusted both in folded

and unfolded position. Adiust the height by pressing the locking pins

uptarards.

One locking pin is placed at the front and one at the backside. Both

locking pins must be acti'rated to raise the additional plate. When
pressing the locking pins and holding the additional plate at the same

time, makes it possible to controle the movemenL

As soon as the locking pins are released, will the plate lock in the
new position. See fig. 2.

Oblique ttre additional plate by activating tJte nearest locking pin and

lead the plate down and backwards.

It is also possible to activate the other locking pin and lift the plate

upwards.

The additional plate is now a good support for books and magasines.

NOTE: Remember to place the additional plate horizontal before
unfolding it"

q,

Then push in the springdowels of the backplate and demount the

. backplate. See fi9. 3.
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Fig. l.

Fig.2.

Fig. 3.
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Manual for Sonnet Dual

Fig. 5

Now demount the cupboard door by unscrewing one of the brack-

ets. See fig. 4.

Remount the backplate at the opposite site of the bedside table. The

wooden dowels at the top of the backplate must be placed first, then
push up the wooden dowels and place the backplate in the frame.

Place the loose bracket ofthe cupboard door in the bracket ofthe
bedside table. Place the cupboard door in the opposite bracket ofthe
bedside table and lower the door to horizontal. Remount the loose

bracket on the cupboard door.

Replace the drawers.

To ease the cleaning in cases with heavy smudge, is it possible to de-

mount the two drawers and the cover plate, and clean it in a rinsing

room. See fig. 5.

Pull out the drawer until it stops, then lift it up and pull out until the
drawer is released. Take the insert out.
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The cover plate is mounted with clasp brackets. Lift the cover plate

to release the clasp brackets from the screws at the side of the bed-

side table. See fig. 6.

After cleaning the bedside table, remount the cover plate and push/

lift the drawer back in position at the bedside table.

Use only regular household detergents.
Use a sponge or a soft brush to wash the bedside table.

Never use acids, alkalines or solvents such as acetone or cellulose

thinner.
The demountable plastic parts can be cleaned under rinsing water
and in an automatic dishwasher.
The bedside table does not tolerate cleaning in water-jet based clean-
ing equipment.
None of the moving parts of the bedside able requires lubricating;

they only have to be clean in order to function satisfactorily.

/C
During transport must the additional plate be placed in bottom position. Th closet door and drawers must be
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Fig.4.

Fig. 6



Invocore' Sonnet Dual
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Art. no.

5P1 583778
sPl 584057
sP1 584058
sP't583779
sPl5841 1 9
5Pl 5841 20
sP1 58378s
sP1s8412'l
sP1584122
sP1583787
sPl s841 23
sP1584124

Description

Table tray, beech
Table tray, white beech
Table tray, cherry
Door cpl., beech
Door cpl., white beech
Door cpl., cherry
Drawer, low, beech
Drawer, low, white beech
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UAB Teida
Karaliaus Mindaugo pr. 16/Druskininku g. 1

44288 Kaunas
Lithuania

Porta Westfalica. December 5. 2016

To whom it may concern

We herewith confirm that Invacare Sonnet Dual bedside table fulfill requirements below:

4.
2u
6.

41^

tb,
Jlg.Jap on the bedside ta

.IgP-glgl" and flap on the

iirt/; att'zit*t ; tlo/*L- W W-/-- t
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$oles & Mcrk*ting Coordnolor
ErrrqpEqn SirytriMfior,Srgsft i$f,lion
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CE Declaration of Conformity

This is to certiff that the :

Sonnet Dual

Manufactured by ,Invacare EC Hong AB
Ostergade 3

4270 Hong
Danmark

Conforms to the Requirements of Council Directive 93 I 42 IEEC
And Directive2007/47lEC relating to Medical Devi

den

Issue date : 20ll-08-25

EFO31 Declaration of Conformity Seite 1 von 1

Form

t/*,

-l

Date: 07.01.201007.01.2010



ATITIKTIES DEKLARACIJA

II.IVACARE

Siuo dokumentu patvirtiname, kad

Sonnet Dual

Pagaminta: Invacare EC Hong AB
Ostergade 3

4270Hong
Danija

Atitinka Direktyvos 93l42lEEB ir Direktyvos2}}Tt4TlEBdel medicinos gaminiq reikalavimus, gaminys
priskiriamas I klases medicinos gaminiams.

I5davimo data:
20tt 0825

/para5aV
Kokybes direktorius
Gunnar Karlsson
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